Several completion problems of the following type will be studied: Given meromorphic matrixvalued functions f and h, the question is to describe the set of all j,,-inner functions W which have the block structure W = (u).
Introduction
The starting point for the study of J-contractive matrix-valued functions was the famous paper [34] of V.P. Potapov, where the Riesz-Nevanlinna-Smirnov factorization theory of bounded holomorphic functions was generalized to meromorphic functions which are contractive with respect to some indefinite inner product generated by some signature matrix J. For several reasons, a particular subclass of f-contractive matrix-valued functions, namely the so-called f-inner functions, turned out to be very important. J-inner, functions are immediately connected with lossless inverse scattering and Darlington synthesis (see, e.g., H. Dym [22] and the first author's papers [1] [2] [3] [4] ). Moreover, active research on matrix versions of classical interpolation problems has been indicated that under some non-degeneracy condition the set of solutions of such a problem can be described by a linear fractional transformation generated by some f-inner function which is only built from the original data (see, e.g., V.K. Dubovoj [17] , H. Dym [22] , I.V. Kovalishina [30] and the authors' papers [6-10, 13, 24, 25] ). Naturally, this leads to so-called inverse problems for f-inner functions of the following type: Given a f-inner function W, one tries to find an appropriate matrix interpolation problem for which W is a resolvent matrix, i.e. for which the linear fractional transformation generated by W parametrizes the set of solutions of this matrix interpolation problem. In the context of generalized Schur-Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation, this topic was studied by the first author (see . There are situations 1. Some basic facts on various classes of meromorphic matrix-valued functions in the unit disc
In this first section, we will summarize some facts on several classes of meromorphic functions. For a detailed treatment, we refer the reader to the monographs of R. Nevanlinna [31] and P.L. Duren [21] . We will start with some notations. Throughout this paper, let p and q be positive integers. If rn and ri are non-negative integers with rn ri, then IN, stands for the set of all integers /c with m k n whereas No designates the set of all non-negative integers. We will use C, ID, T, C and IE to denote the set of complex numbers, the open unit disc, the unit circle, the extended complex plane and the exterior of the closed unit disc, respectively:
ID := {z € C :1 z I < 1}, T := {z € C :1 z 1}, C := CU {}, LE : C\(IDU 1').
Let (x, %,,a) be a measure space, and let S be the complex linear space of all 21-measurable mappings t : X -* where Bpxq is the ci-algebra of all Borelian subsets of CPxq . Then
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is a linear subspace of I S. In the following, we will deal with the quotient space U := B/3. If 0 € s, then (I) denotes that element of U which is generated by & Obviously, (4 = (1') if and only if 4(w) = 'Ii (w) for p-almost all w € I. We will mainly be concerned with the measure space (T, B, A) , where S is the Borelian a-algebra over T, and where A is the normalized Lebesgue-Borel measure on B. We will shortly write () for ((I) /2,r• Assume that G is a simply connected domain of C. Then let AIM(G) be the Nevanlinna class of all functions which are meromorphic in C and which can be represented as quotient of two bounded holomorphic functions in G. Observe that A(M(G) turns out to be a division algebra over C. If g E AIM(ID) (respectively, g € A(M(IE)), then a well-known theorem due to Fatou implies that there exist a l3orelian subset So of the unit circle T with (B°) = 0 and a Borel measurable function g: 'F -C such that
for all z € 'r\ 0 . In the following, we will continue to use the symbol g to denote the boundary function of a function g which belongs to AIM (ID) or .iVM(!E). The subalgebra of all g € VM(G) which are holomorphic in C will be denoted by AI(G). The class V(ID) can be described as the set of all functions g which are holomorphic in ID and which fulfil sup 1 log
where logx := max (log x,0) for each x E [0,). A function g € M(ID) is said to be outer in M(D) if there exist a Borel measurable function k : 'F -[0, ) and a number a € T such that the following two conditions are satisfied: For convenience of the reader, we will recall some facts on outer functions which belong to the matricial Smirnov class (see (7, 10] 
The next lemma which is taken from [11] will play a key role in the following.
Lemma 1: Suppose that € pxq-A(M(ID) admits a pseudocontinuation f. Then: (a) The functions ii := I + ff# and L2 := I +T# f belong to p x p -A(M(ID) and q x q -JtfM(ID), respectively, and have non-identically vanishing determinants. (b) There are unique normalized outer functions Wi, ti,1 € p x p -Ar+(ID) and P2, '2 € qxq-A((ID) such that
and
(c) Each of the functions V1, 'P2, 'P i and tP 2 admits a pseudocontinuation, namely A i-inner function W is said to be singular if both W and W are holomorphic in ID. The product of two singular i-inner functions is also a singular i-inner function.
On J -inner functions
Recent investigations of the first author (see [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] ) indicated that there is an important subclass of singular i-inner functions which satisfy some growth conditions. This led him to the following object. A i-inner function W is said to be is also A-singular. Moreover, we observe that in the cases J = I,,, and 1 = 'm every A-singular f-inner function is necessarily some f-unitary constant function. However, in the indefinite case f j4 ±1,,, the class of A-singular i-inner functions is very rich (see V.E. Katsnelson [28, 29] ). Observe that the first author used in [6 -10] the notion "singular" instead of "A-singular". By a suggestion of V.E. Katsnelson it is now common to use the notion "A-singular". Now we will specify the signature matrix. Namely, we will consider with the (p+q) x (p + q) signature matrix 
( i) WE (p+q) x (p+q)-J4(ID). (ii) W22Eqxq-N(ID). ( iii) W22 is an outer function in q x q -X+ (11)). (iv) W' is an outer function (in S,,,, (11))). (b) The following statements are equivalent: (v) W 1 E(p+q)x(p+q)-Jv'(lD). ( vi) (W11 -W12 W2 'W21 ) E p x p -A(+(ID).

( vii) ( W11 -W12 W W21 ) is an outer function in p x p -.,V+(ID). ( viii) W11 -W12 WW21 is an outer function (in S(ID)
W21Eqxp-/(I1)),WEpxq-Aç(11)).
A proof of Proposition 2 can be found in [11).
Some completion problems for Jp -inner functions with prescribed block column or Ilock row
Now we are going to study some specified completion problems for j " -inner functions. First we note that if W is a j,,-inner function with block partition (5) where W,, is a p x p block, then
W,,Epxp-A(M(lD), 1412Epxq-J'.JM(ID)
W2iEqxp-AIM(ID), W22Eqxq-A(M(ID).
The central completion problems we will discuss in our paper can be formulated as follows.
(CPC) Let f E p x q -JVM(ID), and let ii E q x q -AIM(lD). Describe the set J(f, h) of all jpq -inner functions W such that W12 = I and W22 = h. In particular, characterize the case that J(f, h) is non-empty. (CPR) Let g E x p-JtIM(ID), and let h E q x q-J\IM(ID). Describe the set J, (g, h) of all jpq -inner functions W such that W21 = g and W22 = h. In particular, characterize the case that J(g, h) is non-empty.
We are immediately able to give some necessary conditions for the existence of solutions of Problems (CPC) and (CPR).
Proposition 3: The following statements are true. (a) Let f E pxq-JiM(ID) and h E qxq-J\IM(ID) be such that J(f, h) is non-empty.
Then:
( z) det h does not identically vanish.
( 
ii) h E Sqxq(ID), fh' E S. .., (ID) (iii) f and h admit pseudocontinuations f and h# which satisfy
I+fIf=h#h . (13) (b) Let E qxp-JtfM(ID) and E qxq-AIM(ID) be such that J(g, h) is non-empty. Then: (iv) det h does not identically vanish. ( v) h E Sqxq(ID), h'g € Sqxp(ID). ( vi) g and h admit pseudocontinuations g# and h# which satisfy
I+gg# = hh # .(14)
Proof: Statements (i), (ii), (iv) and (v) are immediate consequences of Proposition 1. Because of Remark 2, the functions f, h and g have pseudocontinuations. If W E J(f, h) (respectively, W E J(g, h)), then
(ii) WA) =(J+ff).
Then h admits a pseudocontinuation h#, namely h# = h(I + ff#).
(
b) Let g E q x p -ftfM(lD) and h E q x q -.iVM(ID) be such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) g admits a pseudocontinuation g#.
(ii) '(Lth) = ( I + gg).
Then h admits a pseudocontinuation h#, namely h# = (I + g#)hl.
The following lemma due to the first author (see [2] ) will turn out to play a key role in our considerations.
Lemma 3: Let W E (p + q) x (p + q) -J'.(M(ID) be such that
(jpq -W1 pq WI) = ( 0) , (15) and let (5) Now we are able to give a complete answer to Problem (CPS).
Theorem 3: Let f E p x q -J'.IM(ID), and let h E q x q -JtfM(ID). Then: (a) J(f, h) is non-empty if and only if the functions f and h satisfy (LtLi) = ( I +ff) (16) h E q x q -A1+ (ID) (17) fh
E p x q -AI+ (ID) (18) f E pxq-I1(ID). be the block partition of X where X 11 is a p x p block. From (16) and (20) we obtain
(19) (b) Suppose that J(f, h) is non-empty. Let 0 be the unique normalized outer function belonging to p x p -M+ (ID) such that = ( J +ff) . (20) Then a (p + q) x (p + q) matrix-valued function W which is meromorphic in ID belongs to J(f, h) if
= (L('+rDr) = ( II ('+11)) = ( fLL)
Hence,
Thus, (15) is fulfilled. Let S,S 11 , S12 , S21 and S22 be given by (6), (7) and (8) . We will show that S belongs to (p + q) x (p + q) -.'V+ ( ID). From (17) and (18) 
Hence, S E (p + q) x (p + q) -H+ (ID). Using Lemma 3 it follows that W is a jpq-inner function. Consequently, W E J(f, h).
In particular, J(f, h) is non-empty. Now we suppose that W is an arbitrary function which belongs to J(f, h). Then W12 = f and W22 h. Let S be defined by (7) , and let b 1 he the unique inner function occurring in part (f) of Proposition 1. We obtain from parts (c) and (d) of Proposition 2 that b1 is a right denominator of f#' and that identity (21) is satisfied. The unicity of b 1 is clear U Similarly, as Theorem 3 gives an answer to Problem (CPC), the following theorem describes the solution set Jr(g, h) of Problem (CPR).
Theorem 4: Let g E q x p -.iVM(ID), and let h E q x q -JtfM(ID). Then: (a) h) is non-empty if and only if the functions g and It satisfy (•) = (23)
h' e qxq-AI(lD) (24) hg e qxp_Ar+ (ID) (25) g E q X p-11(11)) (26) (
b) Suppose that j(g, h) is non-empty. Let be the unique normalized outer function belonging to p x 1-A(+ (11)) such that = (i+gg) (27) Then a (p + q) x (p + q) inatriz-valued function W which is ineromorphicin II) belongs to J,(, h) if and only if there exists a left denominator c 1 of ,bg # such that
In this case, c 1 is unique.
The proof of Theoreiii 4 can be done in a similar manner as in the proof of Theorem
Some completion problems for subclasses of jpq-infler functions
This section is aimed to study completion problems for some subclasses of j,,-inner functions. In particular, we will look for A-singular j,,-inner functions in the solution sets J(f, h) and J(g, h) of Problems (CPC) and (CPR), respectively. To be more precise, we will treat the following questions:
pxq-AIM(), and let /mE qxq-J\IM(lD). Describe the set A(f,h) of all functions W E J(f, h) which are A-singular. (CPRA) Let g E q X p-iVM(11)), and let h € q x q-A(M(ll)). Describe the set A,.(g, h) of all functions W € J, (g, h) which are A-singular.
From the definition of A-singular j,,-inner functions it seems to be reasonable to decompose each of the just formulated problems into two completion problems for 3pq inner functions of Smirnov type and inverse Smirnov type, respectively:
(CPCS) Let f € p x q-AIM(ID), and let h € q x q-VM(Il)). Describe the set JV(f, h) of all functions W E J(f, h) which are of Smirnov type. (CPRS) Let g € q x p-AIM(ll)), and let h E q x q-JiM(ID). Describe the set J\Ir (g, h) of all functions W E J, (9, h) which are of Smzrnov type. (CPCIS) Let I E p x q -AIM(ID), and let h E q x q -JfM(ID). Describe the set M (f, g) of all functions W E J(f, h) which are of inverse Smirnov type. (CPRIS) Let g E q x p -.AIM(ID), and let h E q x q -JtfM(ID). Describe the set Mr(g, h) of all functions W € J(g, h) which are of inverse Smirnov type.
In view of the results in Section 3, we get immediately a description of the solution sets of (CPCS) and (CPRS). 
Theorem 5: Let f € p x q -AIM (ID), and let h € q x q -ArM(ll). Then: (a) A1(f, h) is non-empty if and only if the functions f and I satisfy conditions (16) -(19) and h€qxq-A(+(ID). (29) (b) Suppose that V(f, h) is non-empty. Let be the unique normalized outer function belonging to p x p -M+ (ID) such that (20) holds. Then a (p + q) x (p + q) matrixvalued function W which is meroinorphic in
Proof: First we observe Ac(f, h) c J(f, h). Thus, Theorem 3 yields that V(f, h)
0 implies (16) - (19) . Furthermore, we see from Theorem 1 that h E q x q -jV+ (ll)) is also necessary for .AI(f,g) 0 0. Conversely, now suppose that (16) - (19) and (29) are fulfilled. Combining Theorems 1 and 3 we obtain immediately the rest of the assertion U (23) - (26) and (29) .
Theorem 6: Let g € q x p -AI M(), and let h € q x q -Jt1M(). Then: ('a) .IVr(g, h) is non-empty if and only if the functions g and ii satisfy conditions
(b) Suppose that X, (g, h) is non-empty. Let be the unique normalized outer flinction belonging to p x p -V.4.(ID) such that (27) holds. Then a (p + q) x (p + q) matrixvalued function W which is meromorphicin II) belongs to A1r (g, ii) if and only if there exists a left denominator c 1 of /'g# such that (28) is fulfilled. In this case, c1 is unique. In particular, Alr (g, h) = J(g, h).
Theorem 6 can be proved in a similar manner as Theorem 5. We omit the details.
Now we are going to turn our attention to Problems (CPCIS) and (CPRIS). We will see that the study of these problems requires more work in comparison with Problems (CPCS) and (CPRS). (19) , (29) and (30) .
Theorem 7: Let f € p x q -Al M(ID), and let h € q x q -AIM(ID). Then: (a) M(f, h) is non-empty if and only if f and ii satisfy conditions (16) -(19) and € qxp-Al(ID
(b) If A(f, h) is non-empty, then A(f, h) = M (f, h).
Proof: Obviously,
Thus, Theorems 5 and 7 provide that conditions (16) - ( 19), (29) and (30) are necessary for ..4(f, h) j4 0. Now we suppose conversely that (16) - ( 19), (29) and (30) hold true. (23) - (26), (29) and (33) .
p -AIM(IID), and let h E q x q -A(M(ID). Then (a) Ar (g, h) is non-empty if and only if the functions g and h satisfy conditions
(b) If Ar (g,h) is non-empty, then Ar (g,h) = Mr(g,h).
Theorem 10 can be analogously proved as Theorem 9.
A completion problem for full-rank A-normalized jpq elementary factors
In this section, we will consider distinguished J,,-elementary factors which can be conceived as convenient normalized resolvent matrix associated with some non-degenerate matricial Schur problem. [18] and [23] ). In order to define the special subclass of ]',,-inner functions we will deal with in this section, it seems to be useful to recall the notion of reciprocal matrix polynomial and some facts on j-elementary factors. Obviously, Pl h1(z) = z tm P(1/) for all z E C\{o).
Let n E No, and let D be a J P .-elernentary factor with pole of order n + I at z0 = cc (see Section 2) . Clearly, D is a (p+q) x (p+q) matrix polynomial of formal degree n + 1. It can be easily shown that the rank of the leading coefficient matrix of D is not greater than p (see V.K. Dubovoj [17] , or [19, Lemma 4.4.8] ). If this rank is equal to p, then we will say that D is a full-rank j,,-elementary factor.
In [10] (see also 1231) a general concept of normalizing of j pg -inner function has been developed. For the case of a full-rank J pq -elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = cc, it cami be equivalently formulated as follows (see [ In [23] it was shown that there is a one-to-one correspondence between non-degenerate rriatricial Schur problems with n + 1 given coefficients and A-normalized full-rank pq elementary factors with pole of order n + I at z = cc. The origin of the notion Anormalized full-rank j pg -elemnentary factor with pole at z = cc lies in the concrete resolvent matrix associated with a non-degenerate Schur problem which originates in [13] and which was alternately refound in [22] and [25, Part IV] .
In [12, Theorem 31] we showed that there is a bijective correspondence between the set of A-iiorrnalized full-rank j-elementary factors with pole of order n + 1 at z = cc and the set p x q -P. of all p x q matrix polynomials of formal degree not greater than n. Using this connection we can immediately characterize the situation that a given matrix polynomial is the last block column of some A-normalized full-rank J,,-elementary factor: ( 
ii) For each z E T, R(z) R(z) = I + P(z) P(z). (iii) R(0) is non-negative
